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The President’s Message 
By Florence Price 

 
 

 
A big THANK YOU goes out to Ami Weaver for her 
fabulous POV program she presented at our October 
Jackson, Michigan meeting. For those of you who missed 
it, I‘m encouraging Ami to submit her program to the 
Newsletter for future publication, so hopefully it will be 

available to everyone soon. 
 
The proposed Amendments to our Bylaws that were voted on by an online vote 
last month passed, so please read through the Amended Bylaws sections that are 
published in this issue of the Newsletter. 
 
We will be voting on our Board Positions the week before the November 19th 
meeting. I‘ll be putting together another on-line ballot. Please take a few minutes 
to vote – It‘s quick and easy! 
 
During the October meeting we, once again, discussed the RWA‘s myRWA 
Chapter Websites platform, and I was given permission by a vote of the 
members present to continue researching this platform. From the information 
I‘ve seen so far, I continue to believe that this type of website would greatly 
benefit our chapter in a number of ways, and I‘m recommending that the 
Chapter consider using this platform for our Chapter website. Please take a look 
at the Washington D.C. Romance Writers‘ (http://www.wrwdc.com) new site, 
which uses the platform. At some point-in-time, this subject will be put up for 
vote by the membership. Please contact me at greg-flo.091094@sbcglobal.net if 
you have any questions regarding this topic. 
 
I hope to see many of you at the November 19th meeting that will be held in 
Grandville. Cindy Arends will be presenting the program Promotion, but until 
then… 
 
Happy Writing! 

  

http://www.wrwdc.com/
mailto:greg-flo.091094@sbcglobal.net
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MMRWA 2011 Monthly Meeting Schedule 
 
November 19 Some authors would rather  eat glass for dinner  or 

walk over hot coals in their bare feet than do any 
kind of outside promotion for their writing. Cindy 
has promised to show us how to make this chore a 
little easier with a presentation at the MMRWA 
Meeting in November. Plan to join us  at Grand 
Rapids (Grandville) for Cover Letters by Cindy Arends.  

 
December 10 Christmas Party-Location TBA 
 
 

This Month’s Meeting 
November 19 at 11:30 

Famous Dave‘s 
4505 Canal Avenue 

Grandville, MI 49418 
(616) 301-7711 

 
Directions from Kalamazoo and southwest: 
Merge onto US-131 N. (35.5 mi) 
Take the M-6 W exit, EXIT 77, toward HOLLAND. (2.0 mi) 
Merge onto MI-6 W. (6.8 mi) 
Merge onto I-196 E toward GD RAPIDS. (2.6 mi) 
Take the 44TH ST exit, EXIT 67, toward RIVERTOWN PKWY. (0.4 mi) 
Turn RIGHT onto 44TH ST SW. (0.1 mi) 
Turn RIGHT onto CANAL AVE SW. (0.1 mi) 
Directions from Lansing and points east: 
Take I-96 W toward GD RAPIDS. (44.4 mi) 
Merge onto MI-6 W via EXIT 46 toward M-6 W/HOLLAND. (19.3 mi) 
Merge onto I-196 E toward GD RAPIDS. (2.6 mi) 
Take the 44TH ST exit, EXIT 67, toward RIVERTOWN PKWY. (0.4 mi) 
Turn RIGHT onto 44TH ST SW. (0.1 mi) 
Turn RIGHT onto CANAL AVE SW. (0.1 mi) 
Directions from Grand Rapids: 
I-196 W toward HOLLAND. (5.5 mi) 
Take the 44TH ST exit, EXIT 67, toward RIVERTOWN PKWY. (0.4 mi) 
Turn LEFT onto 44TH ST SW. (0.4 mi) 
Turn RIGHT onto CANAL AVE SW. (0.1 mi) 
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Member News and Recent Sales 
 

Loralee Lillibridge: A contemporary romance, HILL COUNTRY MAN, (working 
title) is a second sale to Tell Tale Publishing. Revisions in progress.  Harlequin is 
releasing my 2005 Special Edition, ACCIDENTAL HERO, as an e-book on Nov., 
15, 2011. 
 
 Rohn Federbush’s self-published novel can be found on Amazon. 
 
Sue Charnley w/a Rue Allyn has received an offer from Red Sage to publish her 
Contemporary Erotic Military Romance, Off Limits.  The tentative release date is 
April 2012.  I haven‘t made the announcement on the MMRWA list yet because 
the contracts have not yet been signed.  By the time the newsletter comes out the 
offer should be a ‗done deal.‘  
 
Maris Soule attended and spoke at 2 conferences in October and will be speaking 
at the Scotts Club (a South Haven organization that's over 100 years old) and at 
the South Haven Memorial Library in November. Sales of AS THE CROW FLIES 
going well. Big changes happening with Five Star. (More on that when I know 
more.)  
 
Jackie Braun received a new three-book contract from Harlequin Romance.  Her 
November Harlequin Romance, The Princess Next Door, received 4 stars from 
RT Book Reviews, which said: "Great characters, snappy dialogue and a fast pace 
bring this fairy tale to life." 
 
Tracy Brogan: I am happy to announce I‘ve signed on the dotted line with 
Spencerhill! My new agent is Nalini Akolekar and I‘m so thrilled she offered to 
represent me. My Golden Heart ® ms is back in circulation with a few select 
editors, so I‘ll keep my fingers crossed. In the meantime, I‘m hoping to finish a 
Scottish historical by the end of the year. Sorry, Roper kids. Christmas is 
cancelled ‗cause Mommy has to write.  I am also pleased to be a finalist in the 
(Florida) Golden Palm contest for my contemporary romance, MISSING YOU.  
 
Marianne Evans: I'm thrilled to announce the sale of Devotion, my Christian 
fiction debut, to Harbourlight Publishing.  November also marks the release of 
Hearts Key, an inspirational romance and book 4 of the Woodland Series from 
White Rose Publishing. 
  
Laurie Kuna is polishing her requested WIP for submission to Grand Central. 
She's speaking in November at Greater Detroit RWA on editing. 
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Pat Klein: I have recently signed a contract with Tell Tale Publishing to publish 
my manuscript "Hello My Name Is Jude." 
 
Tereasa Bellew: I'm signed up for my first ever Nano writing month! Have already 
outlined eight chapters. A true panster, though, I don't want to know too much 
in advance. Plus, I'm waiting on the cover and release date of my novella, Night 
Bird.  

 

Rosanne Bittner: Wildest Dreams cover finalized with Sourcebooks and it's 
beautiful! Working with them on publicity for its February 2012 release.  And the 
deal for a reprint of my entire Savage Destiny series is very close to being 
finalized.  Can't tell you yet who will be reprinting those books.  Pat Lazarus 
finished all the new S. D. covers and they are fantastic!  I am very excited over an 
article in the Denver Post about numerous new westerns in the making for TV - 
and one, "Hell on Wheels" (about the building of the Transcontinental RR) starts 
Sunday November 6th on AMC!  Check my latest blog about this article.  My 
agent is working with a Hollywood rep about considering some of my books as 
ideas for future TV westerns!!!  I've always said the western will return, and it's 
finally happening! 
 
Jennifer Kamptner: Entered the Golden Heart this year so wish me luck!  Still no 
response from TWRP or 3 Seas, but patiently waiting. 
 
Margo Hoornstra: Starting Monday, December 5 and running for five consecutive 
days, I'll be on the Three In One Virtual Blog Tour to promote my three books in 
the Class of '85 series Glad Tidings; Next Tuesday at Two; and To Be, Or Not. I'm 
sure VA Florence will have the information plugged in all over my virtual self so 
you can easily find me. 
 
Florence Price: Besides the day job and my family, I've been busy working on my 
website design and virtual assistant business.  
 
 

 
Bylaws Amendment Proposal 1 

 
Changing from:  
7.3.3. Limitation on Number of Terms. An individual may serve no more than 
two consecutive terms in any one office and no more than six years aggregate on 
the Board.  
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To:  
7.3.3. Limitation on Number of Terms. If appropriately nominated and elected, 
an individual may serve in any one office or different offices as they are willing 
and able.  
Reason for change: Many chapter members have already served in several board 
positions and have accumulated six years of service. In the past few years we‘ve 
had problems finding people to run for office. If someone is willing to serve for 
more than six years, they should be allowed to do so. If they are not fulfilling 
their duties in a particular office, they will be voted out.  
Bylaws Amendment Proposal 2  
Changing from:  
Section 5.1 Officers. The officers of this corporation shall be the President, 
President-Elect, Vice President, Treasurer, and Secretary, and shall be elected 
according to the provisions set forth in these Bylaws.  
To:  
Section 5.1 Officers. The officers of this corporation shall be the President, 
President-Elect, Vice-President/Programs, Treasurer, and Secretary, and shall be 
elected according to the provisions set forth in these Bylaws.  
Reason for change: Since adding the position of President-Elect to the board, the 
Vice-President no longer serves in the same capacity. Title of Vice-
President/Programs is more appropriate.  
Bylaws Amendment Proposal 3  
Changing from:  
Section 5.4. Vice President. The Vice President shall be responsible for planning 
and overseeing all program-related activities undertaken by the chapter, 
including those at regular meetings, workshops, and conferences; and fulfill any 
other obligations designated by the board. The Vice President shall also be 
responsible for planning and overseeing all official chapter communications 
tools, including the chapter website, and public relations; and fulfill any other 
obligations designated by the Board of Directors.  
To:  
Section 5.4 Program Manager. The Vice-President/Programs shall be 
responsible for planning and overseeing all program-related activities 
undertaken by the chapter for regular monthly meetings and workshops; and 
fulfill any other obligations designated by the board.  
Reason for change: The duties of Vice-President—now Vice-
President/Programs—have changed and this will more accurately reflect the 
responsibilities of that office. 
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Point of View by Ami Weaver  
October 15, 2011 Meeting Topic 

By Margo Hoornstra 
 

 At the October 15, 2011 MMRWA Meeting, member Ami Weaver 

presented the topic, Point of View. While I couldn‘t do justice to trying to 

summarize her presentation in article form, here are some of the high points she 

shared, which gave us all something to think about. 

 POV is how readers become attached to your character 

 Use your senses, rather the senses of your character 

 Write your scene in the POV of the character who has the most to lose 

 Use POV to pack an emotional punch 

 Write your scene in the first person, then change to third 

 Bring back-story in slowly, slowly, do not have the character catalogue 

every detail (Think about what the character is doing while the author 

reveals their back-story) 

 Properly filter information through the character‘s POV – be careful to 

only have the character know what they can know 

 A character‘s motivation colors their perception of their surroundings 

 Be careful with out and out descriptions of the room your character is in. 

To paraphrase, don‘t stop your heroine to comment on the window 

treatments in a room as she is running for her life. 

 Each POV has to have a different voice 

 Get emotions out through the character‘s actions and reactions 

 Deep POV provides more than just thoughts and perceptions 

 Words such as knew and felt denote telling, they are distance words 

 Less is more 

The last one is my personal favorite. Thank you again, Ami, for some 

interesting insight into your subject. 
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Musings on My Writing 
By Rosanne Bittner 

 
I am sitting here thinking about all my years of writing, what I‘ve been through 
during all of it, and wondering how in God‘s name I managed to write and sell 
57 books amid all that was going on in my life.  
 
When I started writing I was 34 years old, and we had bought some property 
that needed a tremendous amount of work.  Our sons were only 8 and 9 years 
old and very active in school and sports.  I worked full time and drove 30 
minutes each way to work.  I did all the grocery shopping, cleaning, cooking, 
most of the mowing, ran errands, ran a son to the doctor every week (he had 
allergies and needed shots) – all the things most women are expected to do in 
spite of having jobs.  My husband was (and still is) great, a big supporter of my 
writing, but he was busy with his own full-time work as well as the tremendous 
amount of work it took to fix up the property we had purchased.  He was 
constantly cutting down trees, hauling brush, helping paint and fix up two 
cottages we rented, clearing the property, plowing a half-mile driveway in 
winter, and so on.  Both of us were maxed out … yet I found time to write.   
I did what I call ―sneak‖ writing at work.  I wrote after dinner at home, amid 
wrestling boys and a TV only about 5 feet away from me (very small house and 
no office).  I often fell asleep at the typewriter long after hubby and kids were 
asleep (yes – I used a typewriter the first 4 years before I got a computer).  I 
wrote through my father‘s death from cancer, a sister‘s death from cancer, the 
stressful teenage years of my sons, one son‘s two failed marriages (third one has 
stuck), another son‘s 10-year battle with cocaine (the darkest, darkest, most 
dreadful period of my life about which I still can‘t talk much) – brain surgery for 
a non-malignant tumor – another serious surgery for yet another non-malignant 
tumor near my heart – two broken wrists (at the same time!) – and helping run a 
family business. 
 
Through all that I attended conferences, did some charity work, have gone 
through four dogs, now have three very active grandsons and try to keep up 
with all of them.  I have two full file cabinets stuffed with folders labeled 
―Cattle‖ – ―Ranchers‖ – ―Gold Mining‖ – ―Mountain Men‖ – ―Women of the 
West‖ – ―The railroad‖ - and on and on and on.  I would read anything and 
everything I could about the American West, and I took notes – reams and reams 
of notes.  I cut out magazine articles from publications like ―Old West‖ magazine 
and I would file them according to their subject matter – articles I might be able 
to use for another story.  (I did all this before the internet made research so much 
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easier.)  I collected hundreds of research books for my own personal library, and 
nearly all of them have dog-eared pages and lots of underlining. 
 
I was a writing demon, totally in love with my subject, and half the time when I 
would arrive at work I couldn‘t remember how I got there because in my mind I 
was out west somewhere writing the next chapter to whatever book I was 
working on.  How I managed to avoid killing myself on the highway, I will never 
know. 
 
I think back on it all and wonder who that person was.  I look at those files and 
wonder when I managed to find the time to do all that.  I look at all those 
published books and wonder how I ever managed to sit and type approximately 
6,000,000 words – actually at least twice that because every book usually ends up 
getting written twice after proofreading.  Add to that edits – and the books I 
wrote that did not get published – and all the articles I have written for 
magazines and on and on – and I‘ve probably penned a good 10,000,000 words.   
I can actually remember just about every hero and heroine I ever wrote about.  
They were all very real for me, which I think is the #1 key to a good book.  I lived 
with them, I WAS them.  I truly think that in another life I was a pioneer, maybe 
an Indian woman.  Something has drawn me to the West and the mountains 
almost my whole life, yet I‘ve spent these 66 years right here in Michigan.  Thank 
God I have been privileged to travel west for the past 30 years or so.  My 
husband and I go there every year – at first just as vacations – now we own a 
condo in Las Vegas where we live for a couple of months every winter, and we 
still often take summer trips west. 
It has been a long journey.  I think it actually began in my teens, when I watched 
so many westerns on TV and most movies were westerns.  I loved them.  The 
first book I read that really got me going on the subject was A LANTERN IN 
HER HAND by Bess Streeter Aldrich.  I cannot even think about that book 
without crying.  What a fabulous story, depicting the loneliness of a woman 
going with her husband to live on the western plains back when there were no 
neighbors to visit with, no doctors to help deliver babies – when winters were 
long and dark and lonely – when women gave up their own personal dreams to 
support their husbands and children. 
 
The book that truly made me want to write was THE PROUD BREED by Celeste 
deBlasis.  What a love story!  It‘s a generational saga about the settling of 
California. The heroine was a high-born Spanish woman – the hero a white 
American citizen.  Fabulous story – great historical story-telling.  I recommend 
both books for anyone who wants to read the ―real west.‖  Then along came 
Louis L‘Amour, and I knew his men were the kind I wanted for my heroes.  
Usually when turned into movies his men were played by Tom Sellek, Robert 
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Duvall, Sam Elliot, and the like.  Then there was that famous Clint Eastwood 
―squint,‖ and the big, blustery John Wayne.  I guess I like writing the Old West 
because men could be men without worrying about going to jail and being sued 
for a quick punch to the jaw.  There is something about a rugged cowboy 
standing there tall and lean with a gun on his hip and a cigarette in his mouth 
that just turns me on.  Remember those old Marlborough commercials with Tom 
Sellek?  That‘s what started his career. 
 
Well, this turned into quite an article, when all I meant to do was a little musing 
for a short Facebook entry or a short blog.  I‘ve never been able to keep it short.  I 
tried short stories once for magazines.  Couldn‘t do it.  Every idea turned into a 
full novel.  I‘ve written a couple of anthologies, but every time I finished one I 
thought about how that could have become a full book.  And no matter who my 
characters were, I hated leaving them at the end of a story, which is why I wrote 
a 7-book series and have written several trilogies. 
 
I don‘t know where it all came from, but the stories poured out of my brain 
almost faster than I could type.  Whenever I would finish a book I would feel 
beaten up and stomped on.  I would literally ache.  And then I would turn right 
around and start another story.  For a while I was selling 2 – 5 books a year and 
making great money.  Those days are gone now.  Writers don‘t earn anywhere 
near what they are worth, but that‘s food for a different ―musing.‖ 
 
For all you other writers out there, don‘t give yourselves excuses for not being 
able to sit down and write at least a little bit every day.  There ARE no excuses if 
you are born to write.  You won‘t need college or other special training.  You just 
need to love your subject and to be a natural-born story-teller.  If you do both 
those things and make time to write, you will succeed.  I wish the best of luck to 
all of you. 
 
 

Three Reasons to Break-up With an Idea 
 

By Taryn Blackthorne 

 
We‘ve all done it. Held onto a story that has potential. It could be the next great 
thing! And we discovered it! If only we could get it to change, do what we want 
it to, be what we need. But ideas, like relationships, sometimes are too good to be 
true. Know when to walk away before the idea eats up your creativity and 
precious writing time. 
 
*It‘s not me, it‘s you. *Say you‘re at a party on some wintery night. You‘re 
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gathered around the table, laughing away at some silly joke that you really had 
to be there to get, when Joey realizes you‘re a writer. ―Hey, you know what you 
should write about? Whiskey Jacks. You can have them solve murders or 
something!‖ Joey is convinced this is a brilliant idea and so is everyone else 
there. Gosh darn it, you‘ve never read anything about Whiskey Jacks, it‘s unique, 
fun, and figure it‘s a good idea too. You sit down the next day during your 
carefully carved out writing time and…nothing. Maybe you should research it. 
Three hours later, you have no writing done, no plot ideas, no characters and no 
idea why you thought this was a good idea. It wasn‘t, like that blind date with 
the ventriloquist who looked like fun in his online persona. It was someone else 
trying to fix you up with what their idea of a good story should be. You know 
what? They should write it. 
 
*Shhh, I‘m embarrassed to be seen with you.* This one is really tempting to 
get trapped into. You‘re at the supermarket and that nosey Joey shows up 
again. ―Hey writer pal, what are you working on?‖ Joey‘s a gossip. You know 
she‘ll spread it all around. Your great idea is too dear, she‘ll never 
understand. Or worse, she‘ll try to steal it for herself! No, not your 
precious idea! *coughcough* Step back. Unless you are Bill Gates or J.K. 
Rowling, chances are your idea isn‘t going to rock the rest of the world, 
even if it rocks yours. It‘s probably safe to share. And as far as you 
losing the idea if you tell someone, think of it this way. If you don‘t want 
your mom to meet your idea because you‘re scared it will leave you, you 
probably shouldn‘t be together in the first place. 
 
*You‘re great in bed, but what else do we have in common?* I had this bear 
of a day at work. I‘m a substitute teacher in my day job, so you can 
imagine. I was in the same class the next day. In desperation, I started 
telling this story idea that had been kicking around in my head about a girl 
and a gargoyle. They loved it. Success! They‘d work twice as hard to get 
their stuff done just so they could hear it. I ran home that day, flipped on 
my computer and wrote the first three chapters as quick as lightning. It was 
a dictation from God kind of writing session. The problem? Well, for one, I 
didn‘t have one, in the story, I mean. I just had some really cool things 
that happened to the characters when they first met. I didn‘t know what they 
were going to do afterwards. I didn‘t have a bad guy. I didn‘t even know why 
the kid had moved into the building with the gargoyle in the first place. 
And why did she fall for a gargoyle when there were perfectly good-looking 
kids in her building, her school, the computer club she was in? And the 
gargoyle, couldn‘t he just get someone to carve him a good-looking 
stone-hottie? How was he coming to life, anyway? Yeah, I had serious logic 
issues. The story wasn‘t ready to be written. And those three chapters that 
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I wrote? They‘re still kicking around somewhere. I go back for a fling every 
now and again, but basically that idea and I are just friends with benefits. 
Maybe it will develop into something else, maybe not, the point is, I jumped 
into bed too soon. I fell in love with the characters ‗looks‘ and didn‘t get 
to know them. I‘ve done versions of it with world building too. All you talk 
about is the setting and the characters just aren‘t there. Kinda what CGI 
did for a certain set of prequel movies messa thinkin‘. 
 
Hopefully this gives you a start on your own personal inventory of idea 
relationship rules. As with every rulebook, my friends, knowing when to add to 
it, when to bend it, and when to throw the damn thing against the wall is the key 
to happiness. Until next time, may your roads be filled with plenty of interesting 
side trips that make for great stories. 
 
Taryn Blackthorne learned how to read before she started school, often 
making up stories to entertain her friends. In fifth grade, she was sent 
back to her desk to write instead of doing her math...because her teacher 
wanted to see what happened next. In sixth grade, she was kept indoors 
during Field Day to complete her first attempt at a novel, which was added 
to the school library. Her dream of becoming a writer when she grew up was 
born. Taryn's still waiting to grow up, but decided that after two degrees, 
a cat, and several teacher postings around North America she couldn't wait 
to become a 'writer' anymore. She published her first e-novel in 2008 with 
Samhain Publishing. She divides her time (in no way evenly 
distributed) between her family, her keyboard and her teaching. Learn more 
from her website http://tarynblackthorne.com 

 

(This article is from the Fall 2011 Issue of Lovelights, the 
newsletter of the Romance Writers of Atlantic Canada. The article maybe 
used/forwarded with credit to the chapter and author.) 
 
 

PRESS HERE 

by Damon Suede 

 
Marketing fiction can feel like hosting an all-you-can-eat barbecue where 
the guests never stop arriving, the kitchen never closes, and the chef is 
the cow. Moo! 
 
Promoting your own work can devour hours. Publishers, bloggers, critics, 
readers, and retailers all need tidbits only you can supply and every minute 
you aren‘t writing feels like a waste. Most writers cannot afford a 

http://tarynblackthorne.com/
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publicist to handle the nitty-gritty of these chores, yet the idea of being 
their own publicist makes them queasy. 
 
Still, an urgent demand for a squib, a photo, a logline can derail your 
entire day (and the day‘s writing). Who hasn‘t scrambled around looking for 
a bio at the right length or frantically reformatted a headshot for a 
conference which needed it yesterday? 
 
Last minute is always too late. 
 
The other side of the equation proves the point. Have you tried to link to 
an author‘s site without being able to locate a banner and a site 
description? Or worse, ever needed info about a series and had to scrounge 
through reams of blog posts trying to find simple facts about chronology or 
awards? Forcing visitors to hunt for those basics discourages the 
promotional reciprocity that we need to cultivate. And that is bonkers! 
 
Here‘s the deal: Every working author needs their relevant details gathered 
in a single convenient location for easy access by fans, webmasters, 
reviewers, bloggers, and retailers. Online press kits (OPKs) have become 
standard operating procedure in most industries and following suit can only 
help the romance community. 
 
Don‘t make people work to get the word out. 
 
The truth is, you already HAVE an OPK even if you don‘t know it… The pieces 
may lie buried in folders and notes that aren‘t immediately to hand, but 
every working writer keeps a stack of press clippings and advertising 
banners and headshots and possible blog topics. If you‘re like me, this 
stuff clutters all your desktops, physical and digital. 
 
My OPK saves my butt at least 4 times a week, sometimes twice that. As new 
material comes in I immediately slide it into the relevant place on the 
page, and when I get a request I shoot them the necessary materials AND a 
helpful link. Folks can just find the data on the page themselves, but I‘d 
rather save them a step. By linking to my OPK in our correspondence I ensure 
they know where to look next time. 
 
Help folks blow your horn. 
 
Inevitably, the OPK serves as a resource for me AND the outside world saving 
time on both sides. Much of the content appears elsewhere on my website and 
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social media pages, but gathering it in one easily-accessed place saves me a 
helluva lot of time when I‘m on deadline and can‘t remember where I put that 
150x150 avatar a reviewer needs. 
 
If you‘re starting from scratch, just tackle it in baby steps. Begin with a 
few elements you have right in front of you, then supplement as time 
permits. Focus on the simple bits which often prove the most powerful and 
necessary: alternate lengths on blurbs & bios, links to your communities, 
cover art. Anything will be more helpful than nothing. My online press kit 
started small: a couple bios, social networking links, and a basic banner. 
The earliest iteration consisted mainly of stumps and spaces because my 
first novel hadn‘t even released and I had no cover or reviews yet! Still, 
by laying the groundwork, I designated places for that content as it arrived 
and it did, faster and thicker than I could have imagined. The structure 
helped me sort through everything. 
 
To create a powerful OPK, all you need to do is centralize, strategize, 
synergize. Your press kit will never be finished, but it needs to start now. 
 
CENTRALIZE: 
This is the easiest step and will take the least amount of time. Simply 
gather all of the marketing components folks request regularly, include 
anything that you‘ve had to send to more than 3 entities that promote your 
work or love your books. Again: the OPK exists to cut down on repetition and 
clutter, so think it through… 
 
What are the things you constantly distribute for publicity?: bios, banners, 
cover art, headshots, social media links, avatars, interview clips and 
links, videos, purchase & publisher links, event listings, maybe memberships 
and associations, possible blog topics and areas of expertise. In half an 
hour, you can assemble 90% of this stuff, because as a working writer, you 
already HAVE it somewhere. 
 
Do the work for them. 
 
OPTIONS: As you compile your material, provide versions that meet different 
needs. You cannot predict every eventuality, but I guarantee you can think 
of some regular (and irregular) requests that could be addressed before they 
come. So give your OPK browsers plenty of options and you‘ll save yourself 
time down the road. Consider offering: 
 
- At least three lengths of bio: 50-75 words, 100-120 words, and 200-225 
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words seem a comfortable range. 
- 3-5 sizes on each of your images (cover art, headshots, banners, avatars); 
a well-spaced range from 75pixels wide to 300 pixels wide will satisfy most 
folks. Don‘t make them resize if they don‘t have to. 
- Both hi-res and lo-res compression levels on A/V content (book 
videos/podcasts etc); Video & audio content are less common for niche 
publishing so if you have ‗em, flaunt ‗em (and host ‗em)! 
 
Resolution: For images, video, and audio, graininess looks hideous and 
unprofessional. Format the eye candy at as high a resolution as possible 
without getting nutty. Additionally, for video & audio, several free players 
exist for hosting content to which another site can link easily. On that 
tip: host that content. Include easy-to-snag HTML tags for all the 
images/video/audio right there so folks can just link to your site. 
 
PLACEHOLDERS: Missing stuff? ―Nothing‖ is a perfect beginning! Make note of 
the absent elements and gaps that can be filled later. Consider material you 
might want to add as the need arises and your career develops. Possibilities 
include: sample interview questions, an event calendar, free fiction, 
relevant licensed artwork to accompany articles or blogs, character 
interviews etc. Use your imagination. 
 
Keep loading the whole mess into a single, massive document until you think 
you‘ve found everything. List the things you still need to create or 
acquire. 
 
Once you have your pieces in a pile, it‘s time to put the puzzle together. 
 
STRATEGIZE: 
 
Our goal in this phase is organizing for ease of access and brand coherence. 
First, arrange your press kit by demand, putting the most requested sections 
at the top. For some reason, I get a lot of e-mails asking for bios and 
links, whereas avatars and areas of expertise seem more of a specialty 
request from people with whom I already have a relationship. Here‘s a 
possible structure: 
 
- Author Bios 
- Contact Links 
- Book Covers & Banners 
- Author Banners 
- Recognition: Quotes/Awards/Endorsements 
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- A/V material 
- Avatars / Artwork 
- Headshots 
- Topics for Interviews & Articles 
 
Brand matters. Every author and every book is different. Your OPK should be 
distinctive to your work and your goals. If you‘re making a big push for 
YouTube interviews, then A/V might come earlier, if you want to promote a 
series of educational articles, interview topics might lead the list. In 
essence, your goal should be to frontload the popular info, yet include 
things visitors might not even have thought to request. 
 
Once you have a rough shape, think about how you can streamline it and solve 
problems in advance. Ultimately when anyone searches for your name on the 
Web, your OPK should appear as close to the top of the list as possible and 
visitors should be able to locate what they need swiftly and intuitively. 
Folks only have to ask if you don‘t make things easy to find. 
 
Communicate clearly. 
 
NAVIGATION: Divide the OPK into discrete, easy-to-navigate sections with 
LOTS of cross linking so people don‘t have to scroll all the hell over. 
Remember: this webpage should help folks who will be in a hurry to get what 
they need. Make sure to include many handy ―Back to Top‖ links that will 
whisk them back to the Table of Contents. 
 
ACCESS: Make the OPK easy to find or they won‘t find it. Include a link to 
your online press kit on EVERY page of your website. Include a way to 
contact you if they need something you‘ve forgotten, and then the moment 
you‘ve rustled it up, add it to the press kit for the next visitor. Again: 
transparency is the goal. 
 
Professionalism counts and marketing matters. Every millimeter of the OPK 
should sell you and your books in a logical structure. People want to help 
you. Ensure that their attention accomplishes what you want. 
 
SYNERGIZE: 
 
So now that you assembled all your pieces in a useful shape, you need to 
polish that page like there‘s no mañana! In essence, this final phase never 
ends, evolving throughout your career so your OPK continues to keep your 
―brand‖ in the fire, so to speak. 
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Help your components produce an effect greater than the sum of their parts. 
Fill the gaps as you can and constantly improve on what‘s already in place. 
This press kit needs to pitch you and your writing to the entire Web as 
firmly and positively as possible. Brand yourself, and then help that brand 
evolve over time so you can stand out in a crowded field. Keep your content 
fresh and current. The more you give visitors what they need, in a way that 
supports your own marketing message, the more their coverage will resonate 
with your branding. 
 
Build a better publicist. 
 
Who couldn‘t use a clever, devoted press secretary who works 24/7 for no 
pay? Like a devoted employee, your OPK becomes your first line of defense 
against distractions and simply answered requests. You‘ll waste less time on 
those essential, redundant PR chores. Remember: by doing light steady 
maintenance, it will stay strong and topical. Investing a half hour a week 
in OPK grooming will save days of wasted time when you should be writing 
something new. 
I tend to think of my online press kit (and by extension my entire website) 
as a fussy Persian cat that needs grooming and pampering to keep purring. 
Run a brush over the tangles a couple times a week. Feed it treats and fresh 
tidbits. Don‘t abandon it for long stretches. Every time a new review comes 
in, pull the hot phrases and add it to the mix. Every time you get new cover 
art, render it in several resolutions/dimensions. Revisit and revamp 
regularly as you find better verbiage, sexier quotes, or cooler images to 
keep it current and to inspire promotional opportunities. 
 
Accentuate the positive and keep all your materials consonant with your 
brand. 
 
Clarify the kinds of books you write: If you write in a specific subgenre, 
weave its timbre through all of your materials. If your stories are funny 
then make sure your OPK and all the materials included anchor the sense of 
humor in your brand from font choices to layout. If you specialize in 
provocative erotica, make sure your bio anecdotes, your banner artwork, and 
even the logline language all strike the appropriate tone. Consider colors, 
shapes, word choices with the ruthless precision of an ad exec angling for a 
promotion. Your work deserves that kind of passion and mindfulness. 
 
Clarify who you are: Your bio must support your brand as an author. If your 
books are funny, be funny, if they‘re gritty, stay gritty. Emphasize any 
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element of your skillset or personality that tends to attract readers. If 
you are particularly good on camera or audio, include clips of yourself to 
draw people in. If your expertise, your fetishes, or even your dimples will 
interest your readers, make sure they get play in the OPK. Help people tell 
the world about you. 
 
THE HANDY DANDY SWISS-ARMY PRESS KIT: 
 
Only YOU can make your press kit all it can be. No one knows your work 
better than you, so no one can or will sell it with your care and 
enthusiasm. What about you and your work will get the right kind of 
attention? What are the elements which provide the simplest, strongest entry 
point for someone unfamiliar with your backlist? Make your content singular 
and memorable. Building a robust OPK will help you identify your brand, 
refine it, and push it further. 
 
Stay vigilant about finding new hooks, angles, and ―sizzle‖ for lack of a 
better word. What will they want to know? Where have you been and where are 
you headed? What should fans anticipate from you? Why do new readers need 
to take a closer look? How will your brand and your books evolve and how can 
your online content reflect and support that future? 
 
Spin is critical and sizzle sells… especially as niche markets push the 
boundaries of mainstream appetites. The publishing landscape changes daily, 
and LGBT fiction along with it. For M/M romance in particular, what started 
as an outgrowth of fan fiction has evolved into a lucrative global industry 
that gains traction by staying competitive. 
 
A centralized, strategized, synergized online press kit works for you, 
feeding the marketing mob so you can spend your time writing the next book 
as you ought. Remember: the next book does more to sell your work and build 
your brand than anything else. 
 
At the end of the day, the sizzle only matters if there‘s steak on the 
plate. 
 
Damon Suede grew up out-n-proud deep in the anus of right-wing America, and 
escaped as soon as it was legal. Though new to M/M, Damon has been writing 
for print, stage, and screen for two decades. He‘s won some awards, but 
counts his blessings more often: his amazing friends, his demented family, 
his beautiful husband, his loyal fans, and his silly, stern, seductive Muse 
who keeps whispering in his ear, year after year. You can get in touch with 
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him at DamonSuede.com. 
 
(This article first appeared in the October (Q4) 2011 edition of Pot 
of Gold, the newsletter of the Rainbow Romance Writers. Permission granted 
to other RWA chapters to forward and reprint with proper credit given to 
author and chapter.) 
 
 

DRIVE TRAFFIC WITH YouTube® 

by Joan Reeves 
 
A couple of months ago I wrote about Video Promotion Basics. Today, I want to 
talk about one of the ways to get readers to your website by using videos, 
specifically, by using a video you post on YouTube®.  One building block of 
online success is a website. The more people who visit your website; the greater 
your chances of making book sales to those people. You want to attract people to 
your website and make them come back again and again. 
  
As I've said before, you can't just create a web site and hope people will 
stumble onto it. Too many people seem to think that "if you build it, they will 
come." That may work for a baseball diamond in a Kansas cornfield, but it won't 
do much to attract people to your web site. 
  
In order to let web visitors know that your blog or web site exists, you have to 
act like a cattle drive trail boss in an old western movie. He's trying to get 
the herd to market. You're trying to get your site to the market: the people who 
cruise the web. 
  
YouTube® 
  
In other blog posts, I've discussed ways to drive traffic to your web site. 
Today's tip is to use (http://www.youtube.com/) YouTube®. Sure there are 
other places to upload videos, and I encourage you to check them out too, but 
YouTube® is the one everyone knows. 
  
With the ever-increasing popularity of web videos, from book trailers to geeky 
teens posing as the super hero du jour, the YouTube audience is huge and 
growing. An intelligent, witty video about some aspect of your blog or web site 
would seem a smart promotional thing to do. 
  
The Process 
  

http://www.youtube.com/
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Cruise the YouTube® site and familiarize yourself with their help feature, which 
will tell you everything you need to know in order to upload videos and create 
your own channel. Then, sign up for a YouTube® account, create your "channel," 
and post your video. Make sure you customize your channel, adding that 
all-important link back to your blog. Once created, you can add as many videos 
as you'd like. 
  
Making videos for the Internet isn't that difficult. You can do it with a cell 
phone. There's also an abundance of software available to help you with the 
process, from expensive to shareware. Be sure you include a link to your website 
not only in the description of the video, but also in the video itself. 
  
Remember, if you build it, they will come--but only if you drive them to it! 
  
Joan Reeves is a bestselling Kindle author of Romance and a self-taught Internet 
guru *wink, wink* who is working in her non-existent spare time on a video 
series for promotion. Learn from her. Read her blog 
http://SlingWords.blogspot.com and/or subscribe to her free newsletter Writing 
Hacks – http://bit.ly/ofcMxI – and learn all her secrets. 
 
(This article first appeared in the October 2011 issue of In Print! the 
monthly newsletter of Houston Bay Area RWA. Permission granted to reprint or 
forward to sister RWA chapters with proper credit to author and chapter.) 
 
 
 

Final Reflections 
By Jennifer Kamptner 

 
  
I pondered over what words of wisdom I would leave you with this month and 
as I sit here typing this I realize November is a month for giving thanks and 
being thankful.  With Thanksgiving right around the corner, the beautiful fall 
leaves dropping to the ground, and the promise of snow I hope everyone takes a 
minute to enjoy each day and be thankful for the bounties life has provided us.  I 
am thankful for my friends, family, and the opportunity to live my dream.     
 
I leave you with this beautiful quote and many thanks to each of you for this 
wonderful chapter.  I don‘t know what I would do without you all.  So enjoy 
your holiday, have a few laughs, be thankful, and most of all have fun on turkey 
day!     
 

http://slingwords.blogspot.com/
http://bit.ly/ofcMxI
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Happy Thanksgiving! 
 
For each new morning with its light, 
For rest and shelter of the night, 
For health and food, for love and friends, 
For everything Thy goodness sends. 
~Ralph Waldo Emerson 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 


